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APPLICATION REVIEW 
 

ATHENS HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 
 

FEBRUARY 3, 2022 
 

3:30 P.M. 
 

COUNCIL CHAMBERS 
 

NEW BUSINESS 
 

1. Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) request for Lisa Mayfield- 508 Ingleside Avenue- 
for replacement of windows, repair of siding, and replacement of storm door.  

 
Application with photos attached 
 
APPLICATION REVIEW AND STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE ATHENS HISTORIC 
PRESERVATION COMMISSION 
(Black text- Applicant Comments, Blue Italics Text-Guideline Policies, Red Italics Text-Staff Comments) 

 

PROPERTY ADDRESS: 508 Ingleside Avenue  

Replacement of current wood windows with wood composite windows. The current wood 

windows are painted shut. Replacement would be with either Marvin or Anderson brand white 

windows. Applicant would like approval for either choice in case availability of one is limited.   

 

Repair deteriorated or damaged historic materials and features through traditional 

methods. It is not appropriate to remove a distinctive feature rather than repair it. 

Replace in-kind deteriorated or damaged historic window materials and features, only if 

deteriorated beyond repair, matching the original in material, design, dimension, and 

detail. Where possible, limit replacement to the deteriorated section only, rather than 

the entire feature. If replacement is necessary, new windows should be of wood, wood 

composite materials, or aluminum with baked-enamel finishes. No vinyl or vinyl-clad 

windows will be allowed in the district (pg 46 & 47). 

 

The proposed wood composite replacement windows would meet the Guidelines if the 

original wood windows were deteriorated beyond repair. However, it is staffs’ opinion 

that the wood windows are not deteriorated beyond repair.   

Repair of damaged siding. The damaged siding on the front of the house will be replaced with 

siding taken from the back of the house. The applicant will then have replacement pieces 

fabricated for the back of the house that is not visible from the street. The new fabricated 

metal siding will also be used on the top portions of the house where the attic vents are. 
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The repair of the missing siding on the façade using siding from the rear of the house 

would be appropriate. The fabrication of new siding to match the existing would also be 

appropriate. 

 

Replacement of damaged storm door. It will be repaired if it is able to be but if it needs to be 

replaced the new storm door will be of the same style as the current one. 

 

Install full-light storm doors constructed of wood or aluminum and wooden screen doors, 

if desired, so that they do not damage or obscure the existing door or frame. Select 

storm or screen doors with a painted, stained, or baked-enamel finish in a color 

compatible with the existing door color. It is not appropriate to install storm doors with a 

bare metal finish (pg 52).  

 

If the damaged storm door is not repairable, it will need to be replaced with a door that 

is painted, stained, or baked-enamel finish. It would not be appropriate to replace it with 

a bare metal finish that the current storm doors have. 

 

2. Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) request for Hector Jaramillo- 714 Ingleside 
Avenue- for painting of brick, replacement of shutters, and replacement of gutters. 

 
Application with photos attached 
 
APPLICATION REVIEW AND STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE ATHENS HISTORIC 
PRESERVATION COMMISSION 
(Black text- Applicant Comments, Blue Italics Text-Guideline Policies, Red Italics Text-Staff Comments) 

 

PROPERTY ADDRESS: 714 Ingleside Avenue  

Painting of brick (it is believed by the applicant that the current brick is not original). Color 

would be white. 

 

It is not appropriate to paint previously unpainted brick, stone, wood shingles, or metals 

that were historically unpainted (pg 39).  

 

It is up to the AHPC to determine if the brick is believed to be original and if it would be 

appropriate to paint it.  

 

Replacement of current plastic shutters (don't belong with the original period of the house) 
with wood shutters stained to closely match wood siding of house. 
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Replacement shutters shall be made of wood and shall be sized to fit the window 
opening. If they are decorative and not functional, mount the shutters in the window 
casing so they appear operable (pg 47).  
 
The replacement of the plastic shutters with new wood shutters would be appropriate. 

 
Upgrading of gutter system to 6" black gutters.  
 

If the addition or replacement of gutters and downspouts is needed, ensure they are 
installed as not to conceal or diminish distinctive building features. Except if they are 
copper, select new gutters and downspouts that are painted or finished in an 
appropriate color. Replace in kind distinctive half-round gutters and cylindrical 
downspouts (pg 44).  
 
It is up to the AHPC to determine if black gutters would be appropriate.  
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